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Who am I?





Arboreal animals – a widespread taxa



Effects of linear infrastructure



Mitigating for arboreal animals

• Often move along 
ground

• Mortality and 
barrier

• Fenced passages 
under or over the 
road

• Glide from tree 
to tree

• Barrier effects

• Stepping stones

Strictly arboreal

• Rarely descend to 
ground

• Barrier effect

• Connect the 
canopy

Gap tolerantGliders



Natural canopies



• 13 natural bridges 

• 28 m above a pipeline

• Camera monitoring

– 20 mammal, 23 birds, 4 reptiles



Rope bridges – Canopy bridges



• 6 bridges installed by 
the Urban Monkey 
Program

• Reduce electrical 
hazards and roadkill



Good connections with roadside trees



Glider poles



Maths matters



Land bridges and underpasses



Relatively understudied in road 
ecology

• Arboreal mammals receive less attention than 
other taxa

• Slowly increasing, but still much to learn

• Most studies have focused on structure use, 
with fewer studies on population effects



When researchers and road agencies 
join forces: a story from Australia



Photo: Jiri Lochman



Fragmentation sensitive



Why is connectivity important for 
gliders?

“Gap-limited”

Habitat access

Recolonisation

Gene flow

Photo: Jiri Lochman





Squirrel gliders need roadside conservation



The Hume Freeway



A research partnership

• Collaborative team
– Road agency

– Universities

– Federal research grant

• Began 10 years ago

• Very little known about arboreal crossings at 
that time



Key management questions

• How did the highway and crossing structures 
impact arboreal species like the squirrel 
glider?

– Movement

– Gene flow

– Survival



Before 

(2005–2007)

After

(2008–2012)

Let’s do an experiment

Crossings installed

Based on prior 
radiotracking

Gap >50 m
Gap >50 m

Crossing structuresVegetated median

Non-freeway (control)

Continued 
monitoring



Rope bridge/canopy bridge

Canopy bridge

Glider poles







So how were we to do this?



Methods and measures

Research question

• Movement

• Gene flow

• Survival

Methods

• Radiotracking

• Cameras and 
scanners

• Genetic analysis

• Population surveys



Arboreal animals can be hard to find



Mark-recapture surveys



• Traps to capture and 
mark individual 
animals on each side 
of the road







Were animals using the structures?





Microchip 
scanner



P



More than 2000 crossings





Movement re-established

Squirrel Glider 

Common Brushtail Possum Squirrel Glider

Brush-tailed Phascogale
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Did crossing structures improve 
movements across the freeway?
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Looks good, but still uncertainty…



Did crossing structures improve gene 
flow?







AFTER – Rope bridge

BEFORE

Population structure

Strong 
difference

Structure 
disappears

R2= 0.83

R2= 0.02



Reproductive success

Antonio Maria

Rosa

Mother

Offspring

Father



Radio-tracking showed 
no  home-range 

movement

Unexpected results

Genetics show highway 
not necessarily a barrier



Did crossing structures improve 
survival rates?



Why not measure roadkill?

Hard to see
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Were our crossing structures a 
success?

• Did crossing structures improve movement?
– Regular use of canopy bridges, glider poles and 

vegetated medians
– Better than unmitigated sites

• Did crossing structures improve gene flow? 
– Natural canopy connectivity was important
– Crossing structures can reduce negative effects

• Did crossing structures improve survival rates
– The freeway had no negative impact



Next questions

• How do the different mitigations compare?

• How many structures do we need?

• What factors affect crossing rates?

• Crossing structures across other habitat gaps?

• Are populations viable after mitigation?



Towards more successful crossings

• Design to meet species needs and movement 
patterns

• Bridge the gap! 

• Reduce predator risk

• Engage people



Good collaboration and research

• Work with road 
agencies and 
stakeholders

• Design strong 
studies

• Use multiple 
methods



Broaden the research base

• Most published scientific literature:
– Australian

– Mammals

– Use or movement

• We need more information on other places, 
other taxa and population-level effects

• Sharing information is critical to us learning to 
build better mitigation



Though the scientific literature may be lagging, 
local actions are increasing!



An important conservation tool
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